
SYNOPSIS
 
This week we talked about the parables of the treasure in the 
field and the merchant searching for pearls. Matthew makes 
some hindsight comparisons in this story, stating that pieces 
of the historical scriptures that were not prophetic in nature 
still point to Jesus. In other words: nothing is new. The 
kingdom has always been there just below the surface… 
Jesus has always been present in some way, some where, 
embedded in your experience of life whether you noticed him 
there or not. 
When we dig a little deeper into these parables, we notice 
that these two parables aren't the same story at all - that in 
fact they’re the opposite story…
Jesus is saying that the kingdom of God is hidden all thought 
this world - life is so full of the divine that you can just 
stumble across in the course of your day, and when you do, 
you will see how beautiful it is - how worth everything it is.
Once it gets ahold of you it will change everything for you - 
and about you but here’s the thing says Jesus: all the while 
you are out there stumbling around, the kingdom has been 
looking for you…
You see the kingdom isn't the pearl in the second story - the 
kingdom is the merchant who’s searching… and Jesus is 
saying that even as you are stumbling though his world
God is deliberately searching you out - he is investigating 
and examining every opportunity because he is desperately 
looking for you.

DISCUSSION  
 
- Read Matthew 13:44-46, Psalm 78:2

1. What’s the most money you’ve ever found in an old 
jacket? Have you ever found buried treasure (or treasure 
somewhere unexpected)?  

2. We spoke about the way Matthew re-interpreted Psalm 
78:2 to point to Jesus, although the text was not intended as 
a prophetic text. How have you typically responded when 
people in your community have offered new interpretations of 
scripture beyond what was initially intended?  

3. What meaning have you traditionally taken from, or what 
other interpretations have you heard, about the parable of 
the buried treasure and the parable of the the pearl?  

4. Can you think of a character in the bible who might be like 
the man who found the treasure unexpectedly?  

5. Had you ever noticed the difference in the two parables 
Jeremy pointed out - one that Kingdom is like treasure and 
the other that the Kingdom is like a merchant searching for 
treasure? Does this difference hold significance for your faith 
journey? 
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FINDING YOUR RHYTHM 
 
Have you tried different rhythms between studying together, 
eating together, serving together, and praying together?  

Different groups do each of these in varying rhythms, 
depending on the makeup of their group and what they feel 
most drawn to for any particular season.  
If you would like any ideas or suggestions of models that 
other groups have tried or are using, please ask!

STAY IN TOUCH

commons.church

facebook: facebook.com/commonschurch
twitter: @commonschurch
instagram: @commonschurch
email: info@commons.church 
YouTube: youtube.com/commonschurch
iTunes: search “Kensington Commons Church”

As always, if you have any questions or concerns about 
anything Home Church related, please reach out. 
 
joel@commons.church 
587.225.0255
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